PRESS RELEASE

EVER VIGILANT BORDER SECURITY FORCE SCUTTLES INFILTRATION BID

TUNNEL DETECTED, INFILTRATION FOILED

Today on 3rd March 2016, vigilant BSF patrol in a sensitive patch near Nikki Tawi river in Jammu Sector, foiled an infiltration bid by unearthing a tunnel approaching fence across IB into Indian side. The tunnel’s origin seems to be across IB and its approach is towards the fence and the protection bundh in Jammu area.

2. The BSF, already on high alert on western borders is working proactively for any such misadventure by antinational elements. After a detailed vulnerability analysis, the sensitive regions have been mapped yet again and special measures are now in place to counter any security threats.

3. Efforts are on to check out the complete layout and design of the tunnel. Senior Officers are camping on the place of detection.
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